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“By illuminating an interior world as much as illustrating an exterior one, it [Dutch art]
moves back and forth between morals and matter, between the durable and the ephemeral,
the concrete and the imaginary, in a way that was peculiarly Netherlandish.”
Simon Schama, The Embarrassment of Riches, 1987, p.10.

Emanuel von Baeyer Cabinet is pleased to launch a new online
exhibition featuring over forty prints and drawing by Dutch and Flemish
artists from the 16th to the late 18th centuries.
We present an extensive display of some truly rare prints and drawings from the midsixteenth century, when the Italian influence on the Dutch and Flemish artists was
the most prominent, to Rudolfine Mannerism prints of late sixteenth and early
seventeenth centuries.
Works depicting aspects of the natural world and everyday life were so characteristic
of the Dutch Golden Age that, during the seventeenth century, the
Dutch stilleven and landschap were adopted into English as "still life" and
"landscape." We are pleased to include in our exhibition a selection of landscape
and genre prints and drawings from the 17th century.
Additionally, some rare prints by lesser-known Dutch artists, who were essential in
continuing Netherlandish printmaking traditions, are included as well.
Among the highlights of the exhibitions are a recently rediscovered drawing by Frans
Floris; a proof impression by Raphael Sadeler I, in unknown first state; a complete
set of six plates, all first state impressions, by Anthonie Waterloo; a highly finished
drawing by Cornelis Visscher, for the principal figures for Visscher’s monumental
print the Pancake Woman; and a rare satire print of the infamous Mississippi scheme
- one of the earliest examples and images of an economic bubble.
Please visit https://evbaeyer-cabinet.com to view the full exhibition.
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Sack of Siracuse
Frans Floris c.1519 - Antwerp - 1570
Pen and brown ink, two tones of light brown wash. Size of sheet: 20.3 x 23.3 cm. Laid onto an album
sheet, the edges of the drawing lined with thin strips of yellow ochre paper.
Frans Floris, the son of a stonecutter, trained as a sculptor before joining Lambert Lombard’s studio
as an apprentice painter. Barely 20 years of age, he travelled to Italy upon his master’s advice. From
1541 to late 1547 he immersed himself in the works of ancient and modern masters. According to
Carel van Mander’s biography of Floris, published in 1604, ‘… he used his time very well, making
drawings … of everything that attracted him’.[1] Floris travelled to Mantua and Genoa, but spent most
of his time in Rome. Given his early training he was naturally drawn to ancient art, and made careful
copies of classical sarcophagi, statues and reliefs.[2] He also assiduously studied the works of
contemporary Italian painters, for example Giulio Romano and Polidoro da Caravaggio, who strongly
influenced the development of his style.[3] Moreover, Van Mander testifies that he was totally
captivated by Michelangelo’s nudes in the Last Judgement.[4]
Upon his return to Antwerp, Floris founded a highly organised studio based on the Italian model and
established his reputation as the city’s leading painter, winning renown as the ‘Flemish Raphael’ – ‘den
Vlaemschen Raphael van Vrbijn’ – in Van Mander’s words.[5]
In the present drawing Floris recorded Perino del Vaga’s Sack of Syracuse, painted in simulated bronze
beneath the School of Athens in the Stanza della Segnatura; one of several compositions adorning
the basamento, which Vasari described as ‘bellissime’.[6] Raphael was a major influence on the young
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Floris, which makes this sheet doubly remarkable: not only does it represent his only known drawing
after Perino, but it is one of just two surviving copies of compositions connected with Raphael. Its
‘companion piece’, preserved in the Teylers Museum, shows Moses receiving the Tablets of the Law from
the Vatican Loggia, executed by Raphael’s workshop.[7] Floris may well have assumed that both
compositions – which he clearly copied at much the same time – were by Raphael himself.
Both this and the Teylers drawing were once bound into the same album, the provenance of which
remains obscure. They are similar in handling and size and laid onto sheets of cartridge paper, their
respective edges lined with thin strips of paper tinted yellow ochre to complement Floris’s varying tones
of near-golden wash.
When executing copies, Italian artists generally tended to suppress their personal style so as to replicate
objects exactly as they saw them. This was clearly never the case with Floris, and here we find all his
familiar mannerisms. Perino’s compact and classically proportioned figures are transformed into
elongated beings, their heads small and their limbs elongated. We see Floris’s characteristic facial
profiles with pinched upturned noses and chins that sometimes protrude beyond the line of the
forehead. Hair and beards are rapidly annotated with short penstrokes as are eyes, with dabs of wash to
emphasise their sockets.[8] Though, like its ‘companion piece’ in the Teylers Museum, Floris executed
the present drawing more freely and rapidly than his studies after the antique, the handling and
morphologies are consistent. So too is the beautifully saturated golden wash, in this instance subtly
replicating Perino’s tones of simulated bronze. The eccentrically elongated Term, remarkable for its
freedom of execution, marks the point at which Perino’s composition divides to show, on the right,
the Death of Archimedes, murdered by a Roman soldier as he contemplated a mathematical diagram.[9]
Van Mander perceptively observed that Floris ‘drew antiques with a clever style of cross-hatching’,
evidently referring to his way of recording the extent to which figures carved in relief project from their
background.[10] Floris employed an identical method in the present drawing, where, as in his studies
after the antique, Perino’s areas of deepest shadow are indicated by a combination of cross-hatching and
dark wash.
Following his return from Italy, Floris radically transformed Netherlandish art. His monumental works,
massively inspired by Michelangelo, introduced a new appreciation for the heroic nude to the Low
Countries. Naturally he attracted commissions from important patrons, and his mastery of the human
form propelled him to international fame. Floris’s extraordinary contribution to the development of
painting and drawing was celebrated by a Florentine merchant resident in Antwerp: Lodovico
Guicciardini, nephew of Francesco, the great historian and diplomat. In his Descrizione di tutti i paesi
bassi of 1567 Lodovico described Floris as the country’s greatest living painter, an unrivalled master and
the very first of the second generation of artists to return from Italy, where he acquired total mastery in
the rendering of musculature, and the skill to create foreshortened figures that were natural and aweinspiring.[11]
Just as the young Michelangelo learnt by copying the works of early Florentine painters, so the path to
Floris’s fame and remarkable achievement upon his return to the Netherlands was determined by his
study of Italian masters. The dual connection with Raphael and Perino thus makes the present drawing a
rare and important addition to our knowledge of Floris’s formation as an artist.

NOTES
[1] ‘… heeft te Room zijnen tijdt met grooten ernst waer ghenomen, conterfeytende alles waer zijnen geest
bevallen oft welbehagen in hadde’ (Carel van Mander, Het leven der doorluchtighe Nederlandtsche en
Hooghduytsche schilders, in Het schilder-boeck, Haarlem 1604, fol. 239v). For the chronology of his
journey, see Carl Van de Velde, ‘A Roman Sketchbook of Frans Floris’, Master Drawings, VII, 1969, p. 275.
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[2] The greater part are preserved in the sketchbook in the Kunstmuseum, Basel, analysed by Van de
Velde 1969, pp. 255-86.
[3] See Emmanuelle Brugerolles & David Guillet, Renaissance et maniérisme dans les écoles du Nord:
dessins des collections de l’Ecole des beaux-arts, Paris 1985, no. 66, with copies of details from Giulio’s
ceiling in the Camerino dei Falconi in the Palazzo Ducale, Mantua, and Polidoro’s Triumph of Paulus
Emilius on the façade of Palazzo Madama, Rome. Floris also studied the works, among others, of
Tintoretto, Veronese and Salviati.
[4] ‘… verscheyden naeckten uyt ’t Oordeel, en welfsel van Michel Agnolo’ (Van Mander 1604, fol. 239v).
[5] Van Mander 1604, fol. 239r.
[6] Giorgio Vasari, Le vite de’ più eccellenti architettori, pittori et scultori italiani, 2 vols, Florence 1568, II,
pp. 365-66. The new basamento was commissioned by Paul III in the 1540s to replace Fra Giovanni da
Verona’s wooden panelling, adorned with geometric intarsia, which was lost during the sack of Rome.
[7] Haarlem, Teylers Museum, KT 2008 018. Pen and brown ink, brown wash, 255 x 220 mm. See
Edward H. Wouk, Frans Floris (1519/20-1570): Imagining a Northern Renaissance, Leiden 2018, p. 98, fig.
3.23.
[8] See Van de Velde 1969, pp. 264-65, for a discussion of Floris’s stylistic traits.
[9] According to Plutarch, Archimedes was contemplating a mathematical diagram during the capture of
Syracuse. He ignored the orders of a Roman soldier, saying he had to finish working on his theorem, and
was consequently murdered.
[10] ‘… en Antijcken die seer cloeck gheartseert en gehandelt waeren, ghelijck icker wel eenighe van hebbe
gesien, die afghedruckt waeren’ (Van Mander 1604, fol. 239v). Cf. Basel, Kunstmuseum U.IV.23 showing
a Victory, a Reclining nymph and a Matron with Children (Van de Velde 1969, pp. 270-71, pl. 9).
[11] Lodovico Guicciardini, Descrizione di tutti i paesi bassi, altrimenti detti Germania inferiore, Antwerp
1567, p. 99: ‘Or parliamo de’ vivi e prima porremo Francesco Floris, pittore tanto eccellente nella sua
propria professione d’invenzione e di disegno che … non ha forse pari, perché nel vero è Maestro singular …
A costui s’attribuisce la palma d’aver portato d’Italia la maestra del far muscoli e scorci naturali, et
maravigliosi’.

£13,500.-
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Actaeon Surprising Diana 1600
Johann Theodor de Bry 1561 Liége - 1623 in Frankfurt am Main
Size of sheet: 15.2 x 15.3 cm. Engraving after Joseph Heintz. Watermark: Crosier, entwined.
LITERATURE: Wurzbach 10;
Hollstein 10;
Le Blanc 18.
PROVENANCE: Antonio Cesare de Poggi, painter and printmaker active in London and Paris
until 1836 (Lugt 617), his sale 17-19 July 1873, Sotheby’s London.
Probably collection Zeidler, Nuernberg (Beehive); (Lugt 2732).
Heinrich Stiebel, (born 1851, Frankfurt a. M.). (Lugt 1357), his sale: Versteigerung
der Graphiken und Zeichnungen Frankfurter Künstler, Beham etc. der Sammlung bei
Prestel, 10-16 November 1920, Frankfurt am Main.
Fine impression with plate tone and with large margins. Very rare print of impressive provenance.
£2,800.130-132 Hamilton Terrace
London NW8 9UU
+44 (0) 20 7372 1668
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A fête champêtre dans le parc devant un château 1601
Nicolaes de Bruyn 1571 Antwerp - 1656 in Rotterdam
Engraving. Size of sheet: 44.3 x 66.5 cm.
After David Vinckboons (1576 Mechelen -1629 Amsterdam).
Paintings of the high life of elegant young men and their fashionable women companions - the socolled "merry company' pictures - were very popular during the Dutch Golden Age.
David Vinckboons was one of the most popular and prolific painters and print designers of his
time. His paintings of fashionably attired groups of well-to-do bourgeoisie, entertaining themselves
by eating, drinking, and flirting in country-house landscapes influenced later artists. Many engravers
made Vinckboons's drawings into prints - more than those of any of his Dutch contemporaries prolonging his influence into the next generation. This print also shows the signature of Vinckboons:
a small inconspicuous finch sitting on a branch in the front tree to the left (see our images for
detailed view).
Very good impression with margins of this sought-after print.
£3,000.-
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Young man with wide-brimmed hat leaning on a balustrade
Dutch school, 17th century
Black chalk, slightly heightened in white on beige paper. Size of sheet: 14.3 x 11.8 cm.
Mounted on a 17th-century album sheet. Verso older inscription of Gabriel Metsu. Sold in a late
18th-century frame.
PROVENANCE: Unidentifiable collector stamp.
Alfred Ritter von Wurzbach (1845 Lemberg – 1915 Vienna) (Lugt 2587).
Julius Held (1905 Mosbach – 2002 Vermont).
This drawing bears an old attribution to Gabriel Metsu (1629 Leiden–1667 Amsterdam), and is a
typical motif from his oeuvre, which repeatedly surfaces in his drawings and paintings in different
variations. The drawn oeuvre of Metsu, predominately in black and white chalk, is comparably rare
and, perhaps on these grounds, his drawings are only sporadically mentioned in the literature.
Our sheet originates from two eminent Dutch and Flemish art historians collections, spanning two
centuries: Wurzbach’s, author of the much referred Dutch artist lexicon of the early 20th century
(Niederländisches Künstler Lexikon. 3 vol. 1906 – 1911), as well as last-century Rubens scholar Held.
£2,400.-
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A saint and a founder kneeling before the Virgin and St. Catherine
Willem Basse 1613 - Amsterdam - 1672
Etching after Titian. Size of sheet: 19.8 x 26.8 cm.
Watermark: fleur de lys in a coat of arm.
Literature: B. 2II (as Titian) Holl. 9 (unknown state between I./ II.)
Fine impression with small margins before the address of Hendrick Hondius II. Unknown state to
Hollstein with the address of the Amsterdam Publisher Frans van den Wynegaerde (1614 – 1679)
After the painting, which is now in the Fondazione Magnani Rocca, Mamiano.

£1,800.-
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Landscape with a dog drinking from a stream as a male figure bathes his feet
Anthonie Waterloo 1609 Ryssel - 1690 in Utrecht
Etching. Size of sheet: 30.2 x 24.2 cm. From a series of six large upright landscapes (H.119-124).
LITERATURE: Hollstein (Dutch & Flemish) 120.II;
Bartsch, II.123.120.
Very fine atmospheric impression with margins all around.
£1,200.-
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Saint John the Baptist and Saint John the Evangelist surrounded by Angels
Jan Baptist Herregouts c.1640 Roermond - 1721 Bruges
Etching. Size of sheet: 25.5 x 18.3 cm. Inscribed in brown ink Victites St Joanis Bapt. Watermark A B
(Heawood 268, c. 1680).
LITERATURE: Wurzbach 1;
Hollstein 1.
PROVENANCE: C. G. Boerner, 1990, no. 27.
Very fine impression with plate tone. One of only five etchings by the artist. In 1677/78, Herregouts
is listed as a Master of the guild of St. Luke in Antwerp. He was then active in Bruges from 1682, and
is again listed as a Master in this city in 1684. It is possible that the artist visited Italy in his youth.
A rare print.
£1,500.130-132 Hamilton Terrace
London NW8 9UU
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Joseph Interpreting Pharaoh's Dreams
Gerard Hoet I 1648 Zaltbommel - 1733 The Hague
Pen and brown ink, grey wash. Framing lines in brown ink. Size of sheet: 28.8 x 40.7 cm.
Laid down. Two areas excised by the artist (upper left and far right) and redrawn sections
carefully integrated. Inscribed on the backing sheet: ‘Joseph explique les songes à Putiphar’
Writing in 1760, Jean-Baptiste Descamps praised Hoet as ‘sans contredit, un des plus précieux Peintres
d’Hollande’, whose drawings possessed a ‘beau natural’ and a ‘talent décidé’.[1] Painter, etcher and
mezzotint-engraver of the Dutch Golden Age, Hoet worked extensively in his native country as well as in
Paris and Brussels. In 1697 he founded a drawing academy in Utrecht, and was later elected Deacon of
the Guild of St Luke.
This drawing shows Joseph interpreting Pharaoh’s dreams (Genesis XLI, 1-30): first that of the seven
cows, ‘attractive and plump’ emerging from the Nile to graze, only to be devoured by seven others, ‘ugly
and thin’. Second, that of seven ears of grain ‘plump and good’, growing on a single stalk, contaminated by
seven ears that sprouted ‘thin and blighted’. With the wise men and magicians of Egypt confounded,
Pharaoh summoned Joseph. Dragged from his pit, shaved and clothed, he revealed God’s will: that seven
years of famine would follow seven of abundance.
Hoet has elaborated on Gianfrancesco Penni’s fresco in the Vatican Logge after Raphael’s design, which
he most likely knew from Orazio Borgianni’s etching of 1615.[2] The narrative of his composition is
crystal clear, with the dreams illustrated in spheres hovering above the scene. To the left a pair of
bewildered magicians are deep in discussion; to the right is Joseph, clean shaven and clothed in
accordance with the Biblical account, and behind him stands his master, the Captain of the Guard.
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The considerable size of the sheet is consistent with that of Hoet’s drawings, and this example is
extremely rare in that it underwent two revisions. They were painstakingly integrated so as to preserve
the greater part of a carefully drawn composition. Hoet excised sections of the sheet and redrew them
on identical paper. Having silhouetted them to match precisely the missing sections he then spliced them
into the sheet – like a virtual jigsaw – with such care that even the chainlines match. In the upper section
Hoet redrew the canopy, the overhanging tree and the medallion illustrating Pharaoh’s second dream.
To the right he inserted the Figura serpentinata of the Captain along with the tree behind him and the
lower section of the obelisk. The inserts meander around the heads of the magicians, that of Pharaoh,
and the sinuous profile of Joseph’s drapery and raised arm.
The fact that prominent gestures are left-handed – that of Pharaoh resting his chin and of the Captain
holding his spear – confirms this is a reverse study for a print. Moreover, an eventual mirror image of the
drawing would show the dreams in their correct sequence: first the seven cows, then the seven ears of
grain.
The sheet’s dimensions correspond with those of the double-page horizontal format prints
(approximately 300 x 410 mm) in the La Haye Bible, published in The Hague in 1728 and extensively
illustrated with numerous engravings after Hoet’s designs.[3] The meticulous execution suggests this
drawing represents an early proposal for the corresponding illustration, which was ultimately engraved
in vertical format (Fig. 2).[4] This presumably resulted from an editorial decision to reserve the doublepage illustrations for more dramatic scenes like the Crossing of the Red Sea and Moses on Mount Sinai.[5]
Ultimately the engraving underwent several modifications. Hoet gave the composition a more
contemporary feel, eradicating the archetypal Italianate Mannerist figure in armour and the overt
references to Raphael; the cows and ears of grain now merge more naturalistically into the distance. In
translating Hoet’s final design, since lost, into a different medium, the anonymous engraver preserved
the facial types and drapery structures seen in the present drawing. Hoet ultimately maintained Joseph’s
sidelong pose, his stance and the angle of his profile, but modified his gesture. Moreover, for visual
continuity of narrative, he incorporated slight variations on Joseph’s distinctive pose in further
compositions for this series.[6]
The decision to change the compositional format meant that Hoet did not bring the present drawing to
the extremely high level of finish of his surviving modelli for the La Haye Bible. Typically, however, it
displays the initial phases of overlaying fine penlines with touches and broad passages of wash, adding
depth, structure and solidity to the draperies and shadows, with finer brushwork enhancing facial
expressions and anatomical details. The elderly male heads are characteristically broad and expressive,
their beards tightly curled and their aquiline noses sharply pointed. There are strong parallels with the
facial types in Hoet’s drawing manual, published in 1723, where we find a perfect match between the
etched lines and the underlying penwork of the present drawing.[7] Moreover, Joseph’s features recur in
his autograph etching of Paris and Oenone, with long flowing hair and a predictably pinched nose.[8]
In keeping with the La Haye Bible illustrations, this drawing is rich in topographical detail – in this
instance, a pyramid and an obelisk – and inhabited by figures dramatically characterised by their openarmed rhetorical gestures. The drawing also illustrates Hoet’s fascination with armour, which he
executed in exquisite detail. Moreover, Hoet often placed a small animal in the centre foreground of his
compositions, like a signature piece; in this instance we have what can only be described as a sphinx
kitten.
Jean-Baptiste Descamps concluded his biography of Hoet stating that his talent was widely recognised,
not just for his genius and fineness of touch but also for his erudition, particularly regarding all aspects
of antiquity. The present drawing demonstrates the extent to which he strove for accuracy whether in
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costume, armour, landscape or monuments. Together these qualities, Descamps affirmed, ‘… font
regarder, à juste titre, Guerard Hoet comme un des plus completes Artistes d’Hollande’.[9]

NOTES
[1] Jean-Baptiste Descamps, La Vie des Peintres Flamands, Allemands et Hollandois, avec … une indication
de leurs principaux Ouvrages, et des réflexions sur leurs différentes manieres, 4 vols, Paris 1753-64, III, pp.
232-36. Hoet trained under his father and brother, both glass painters, followed by Warnard van Rijsen
who had studied under Cornelis van Poelenburgh. He worked for primarily for the nobility, ‘… en
executant des plafonds et de grands Tableaux dans differents Hôtels’, notably at the châteaux of
Slangenborg and Voorst. He also specialised in easel paintings of religious, mythological and classical
subjects.
[2] Bartsch XVII.318.28.
[3] Figures de la Bible, Den Haag (Pierre de Hondt) 1728. Jacques Saurin provided the captions in six
languages that accompany the plates.
[4] Rijksmuseum RP-P-1934-277, engraver unknown. Inscribed at the lower left: ‘G. Hoet del.’
[5] Rijksmuseum RP-P-1934-165 and RP-P-OB-67.695, engraved by Gilliam van der Gouwen. Both
compositions are highly animated, crowded with figures and set against tempestuous skies.
[6] For example Joseph revealing himself to his Brothers and the Discovery of his Cup in Benjamin’s
Sack (Rijksmuseum RP-P-1934-94 and RP-P-1934-125), respectively engraved by Abraham de Blois and
Andries van Buysen the Elder. Evidently a favourite in Hoet’s repertoire, variations of this figure type are
found in several illustrations. For example the Israelites mourning Moses, Saul among the Prophets, and in
preparatory studies for Joshua at the Walls of Jericho (Morgan Library & Museum 1990.3) and
the Sacrifice of Noah (Metropolitan Museum 2006.30.2).
[7] See Plate 28 of De voornaamste gronden der tekenkonst, ten nutte der leergiergen voorgestelt door den
konstryken schilder Gerard Hoet …, Leyden 1723, with etchings after Hoet by Pieter Bodart.
[8] Rijksmuseum RP-P-OB-3155X
[9] Descamps 1753-64, III, p. 237 ‘Les talents de Guerard Hoet sont connus de tous les Amateurs de
l’Europe. Il composoit avec beaucoup de genie: ses Ouvrages montrent sa vaste erudition; il avait
particulierement étudié les usages et les coutumes des anciens. Ses petits Tableaux ont beaucoup de finesse
dans la touche … Ces deux mérites … font regarder, à juste titre, Guerard Hoet comme un des plus completes
Artistes d’Hollande’.

£5,000.-
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St Nicholas Feast 1829
Johannes de Mare 1806 - Amsterdam - 1889
Steel engraving on chine collé. Size of sheet: 46 x 34.1 cm.
After the painting of St Nicholas's day by Jan Steen (1626-1679) in the Rijksmuseum, inv.no.SK-A385.
LITERATURE: Niederländisches Künstler-Lexikon : auf Grund archivalischer Forschungen
bearbeitet : mit mehr als 3000 Monogrammen, p. 100, cat.nr. 2.
Steen was a storyteller with a passion for drawing moral conclusions in his pictures based on
Scripture, old proverbs, aphorisms, literature.
The feast of St Nicholas has been celebrated in the same way for centuries in the Netherlands. On the
eve of 5 December, St Nicholas comes to the Netherlands from Spain to leave appropriate gifts in the
shoes of children. Good children receive gifts from the saint. The little girl in the foreground, for
instance, has a bucket full of treats. Naughty children, like the wailing boy at the left, get only a
bundle of twigs in their shoe. A complicated play of diagonals helps bind the family of ten together from the heap of pastries to the man pointing to the chimney on the right , where St. Nicholas made
his entry. (For more information see H. Perry Chapman, Wouter Kloek and Arthur K. Wheelock, 'Jan
Steen: Painter and Storyteller', exh.cat. Washington and Amsterdam, New Haven-London, 1996,
cat.no.30.)
Very fine proof impression of this superb steel engraving. This work continues the reproduction
prints tradition of the 17th century of the interior scenes.

£1,500.-
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Monument consacré a la posterité en memoire de la folie incroyable de la XX année du XVIII
siècle 1720
Bernard Picart 1673 Paris - 1733 Amsterdam
Engraving and etching. Size of sheet: 31.8 x 43.8 cm.
Literature:

Het Groote Tafereel der Dwaasheid , Amsterdam 1720 (No.35);
Stephens, Frederic, Political and Personal Satires in the Department of Prints and
Drawings in the British Museum, 1873, Vol.2, No.1627.

The present print satirizes the infamous Mississippi scheme started by John Law (1671-1729), a
Scottish economist who served as Controller General of Finances under the Duke of Orleans. Law set
up and directed the Mississippi Company, funded by the Banque Royale. Its chaotic collapse has been
compared to the 17th-century tulip mania in Holland. The Mississippi bubble coincided with the
South Sea bubble in England, which allegedly took ideas from it.
The design represents an open place before the office for selling shares, in the Rue Quinquempoix
(now Quincampoix) in Paris. Before this place a great crowd appears; these are gathered about the
doorway which is marked “Quinquenpoix”. A chariot presided by a woman in a fool’s cap is dragged
by six emblematic figures named “Mer du Sud “. It is preceded by flying Fame with her trumpets.
Above, in the air, is the Devil blowing bubbles and riding on a cloud, from which proceed rays of
light, these fall on the figure of naked Fortuna, who floats over the chariot.
The prolific artist Bernard Picart was trained in the graphic arts by his father Étienne Picart. In the
early 1690s, as a student of Sébastien Le Clerc the Elder, Picart worked in Paris and travelled to
Antwerp and Amsterdam in 1696. Following the tragic death of his wife and children in 1708, Picart
emigrated from France and settled first in The Hague, and then in Amsterdam. This change brought
Picart into the accomplished orbit of Dutch publishing and printmaking, which was then at its zenith,
producing both exemplary editorial projects and beautifully illustrated luxury editions.
Combined together with a contemporary copy of this print (engraving, size of sheet: 26.3 x 37.8
cm) which was used as a hand-out flyer to warn the public about the dangers of such schemes. Both
of the prints in such form are extremely rare to find.

£3,000.-
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